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Abstract: The production processes in primary sawmilling consist of a series of time
related technological operat ions, where logs are processed into lumber. The basic
machi nes involved in these processes are power saws and band saws with great
processing capacities, as a resu lt of which bottle-necks and discontinuities may occur in
furthe r processing. In practice in the wood industry, problems of this kind arc resolved
during the design of the technological process where the known methodology is most
efficiently used (8). This work suggests an additional methodology simulat ion study,
whose resu lts will be used as corrective arguments during the final decision making.
The simulation study enables us to observe how t he given technological process
operates in due time and the influence of relevant factors on the operat ions and
dynamics of the system based on results obtained in several experiments. The
simulation language GPSSfFON is used for the performance of the observed model.
Results are presented in tables and graphs.

Keywords: Primary sawmilling, power saw, production stan dard, operation time, simulation,
GPSS/FON simulation language.

1. INTRODUCTION

The com mencement of sawmilling in Serbia can be traced to the beginning of the 18th
c. The main sawmilling centres in Serbia are on the mountains of Got, .Iestrebac.
Ziatar, Kopaonik and Tara. In the Tara region there were 13 saw-mills and by the end
of 1865 the number had already grown to 39 . They employed about 195 workers and
produced some 9,750 cub ic meters of lumber per year. The number of saw- mills grew
over the years and in 1913 they numbered 270 with 1,350 employees. In the 1880's big
industrial saw-mills were built, the first being in Valjevo in 1882, and later on in
Belgrade in 1890. From 1901 to 1905 four steam saw-mills were built. the biggest of
which was t he one owned by the Transfer Bank - Stock Company. '
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By the beginning of World War I this saw-mill was very modern. It started
production with merely three power saws and six band saws and on the eve of the War
it had five power saws and twelve band saws. Annual production of 20,000 to 30,000
cubic meters of conifer logs was recorded. The total number of saw-mills in Serbia in
1913 reached 295 , with 2,657 employees and production capaci ties of some 2,226,050
cubic meters [I ).

P rimary processing as well as other industrial capacmes were mainly destroyed in
World War I. Afte r the War came a time that could be described M a period of new
sawmilling. Due to the great demand for lumber intensive development took place in
sawm illing. According to statist ics from 1938, the capacities of existing saw-mills
expanded to 772,920 cubic meters of logs. Some 363,080 cubic meters were processed in
the same year standing for the usage of 46,97%.

In 1946, following even further devas tation during World War II , 86 saw-mills were
reconstructed and put to work in Serb ia, with a total of 125,400 cubic meters of lumber,
of which 111,000 were conifer and merely 14,000 cubic meters were deciduous logs .

Saw-mills are very important for wood processing in Serbia even today. In 1991 they
accounted for 1.95% of the country's total gross production and 83.58% of wood
industry production . Exports of these products reached some 2% of total exports from
Serbia and between 45 and 50% of total exports in the wood ind ustry as a whole (2).

A modern scient ific and technological approach is required today to resolve problems in
primary wood processing. This fact lies behind the bas ic motivation for the application
of the methodology described in this paper . Due to the larger scope of t he study in
which almost all jobs in primary sawmilling are mentioned, t his paper describes just
one part: the possibility of using GPSS/FON simulation language in order to obtain
more accurate standards in processing and use the of basic machines.

2. RESEARCH GOAL

Standardization represents the basi s of the planned production and scientific
organization of processes within a company . Technical standards are among the most
important and most efficient means to improve work qual ity. economical efficiency and
profitability. They are the basis for the regular rewarding of employees too.

Regu lar scienti fic standardiza tion and sett ing of technical standards, i.e. achievement
of the best set effects, is a serious problem for many of companies . ThiS problem occurs
because of the exper ience standards usually used in practice. They can barely follow
modern scientific and technical achievements and cannot possibly be used in our
surro undings.

The basic pu rpose of this paper is to set accu rate standards for "rough" log processing
made by a power saw. In order to do so. the simulat ion model translated into
GPSSlFON language is used as the starting point (5). The simulation is applied to di-
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fferent uses of operat ing t ime during a working day. According to t he results expressed
in the tables and graphs , a processing standard can be determined for any operati ng
time in any department.

3. DESCRIPTION OF THE REAL SYSTEM

Production processes in primary sawmilling consist of a series of rime-related
technological operations, where logs are processed into lumber. The basic machines
involved in these processes are power saws and band saws with great processing
ca pacit ies as a result of which bottle-necks and discontinuities may occur in further
processing. For t he simulat ion of such processes the most important fact is t he total
permeable capacity of an observed sys tem that depends on the individual permeable
capacit ies of its elements . Thus an attempt should be made to equalize as mu ch as
possible the permeable capacities of al l elements, as an increase in only one part is of
no usc 19).

Log processing by a power saw may be done in one or two passes.One pass when a log is
turned into a lumber (Fig. 1I, produces a rough variation while two passes produce a
"pris mati c" variation . Simulation of the process described in this paper concerns ju st
the fi rst variant.

Figure I : Graphical image of rough processing

4. CONST RUCTION OF THE SIMULATION MODEL

The inner structure and cons truct ion of a s imulation model of log processing by a
power saw depend directly on the previously ment ioned research goat purpose. To this
end, mainly analytical methode have been used to date . They calculate the observed
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value of incom ing paramete rs. The s imulat ion approac h to this problem involves a
somewhat differe nt methodology [3). includi ng the following stages:

1. Setti ng the necessary parameters in the field.
2. Calculation of a projected balance of working time.
3. Creation of the model.
4. Experimental stage.
S. Analysis of the results and reaching profitable decisions.

1. Scttin~ the neeessary parameters involves sett ing the machine speed 0 .27 m/mi n),
setting the diametrical and longitudinal classes of logs that are being processed, and
observing th e operat ing t ime in a working day. Four diametrical classes are observed,
i.e.: from 20 to 29 cm, from 30 to 39 em, from 40 to 49 cm and from 50 to 59 em. The
lengt hs of logs vary from 4 to 8 m. Observed exploitat ion of t ime (To) for 10
observations reached up to an average of 66,38%.

2. Calculation of the projeeted balance of working time is done according to the given
involvement of individual elements of time. Given values of total wor king t ime are:

• preparation final time - Tpr (fro m 2 to 5%),
• ti me necessary for a job . T j (from 1 to 3%),
• time losses due to orga nisa tion or tech nological reascne . Tlot. (from 2 to 4%),
• t ime losses due to ind ividual workers - justified- TIW) (44 min ),
• time losses due to individual workers - unjusti fied- T 1wu (0% ).

Projected operational time To varies fro m 379 to 412 min .
•

3. The L'imulatiQn model comprises four bas ic steps:

a) Si mulat ion of log diameters as incoming values. In this ph ase four basi c diameters
are used as the starting point, as described previously. Each is then divided into ten
classes (1 em wide) in order to increas e the accuracy of incoming data. Thus, incoming
data are simu lated using a uniform distribution since log diameters within a single
class (1 em) arc the same. For each basic diametrical class one cont inual GPSS function
is d efined (6 1. [71·

b) Simulat ion of log lengths as incoming values . For this simulat ion a GPSS function is
used to create a uniform distribution, bearing in mind that incoming values (according
to avai lable data) comprise values from an inte rval of 4 to 8 m, with classes SO em wide.

c) Simulatio n of log processing by a power saw. T his process is observed as a discrete
process where the passing speed is a key paramete r (expressed in em/min.) In the
s imulation model a facility device is used as just one log is processed by a machine 14).

d ) Se tt ing the total volume of processed logs . One of the key parameters for
funct ioning of the observed process is t he total volu me of logs treated in different
operat ing times . It can be dete rmined as the cumulat ive volume of each processed log
during the simulat ion.
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4. The expe riment<!l stage involves four phases: the first phase has three basic
exper iments for the projected To_max of 412 min., To_min of 379 min. and observed
To of 302 min. In the second phase 32 experiments were conducted with eight different
operating times and t he four diametrical classes already mentioned. In the observed
company, within a single working day, mainly two by two identical diametrical classes
were processed. The third phase includes combinations of different classes without
repeats . In the fourth phase of the experimental stage the influence of changes to the
mach ine 's speed on the number and total volume of processed logs is discussed for
different operating times (selected in the second phase of the experimental stage)
applied to the firs t diametrical class. In due course the basic fact is that in a real system
the machine speed adopted is frequently less than moderated by the equipment
manufacturer, mainly because of the lifetime and exhauster of the equ ipment .or as
result of any other business or technological decision which is made. Starting from the
initial machine speed (1.27 mlmin) which is used in the three previous phases of the
experimental stage here we consider speed reductions by 10% (1.14 m/min), 15% (1.08
mlmin) and 20% (1.01 mlmin ).

5. SIMULATION RESULTS

The obtained results have a standard GPSSIFON fonn including the following sets of
data : (1 ) instantaneous and cumulative condition of all model logs the moment
simulation is over , (2) statistical parameters of basic permanent entities in a model
(devices, lines etc.) , (3) conditions of memory locations the moment simulat ion is over
and (4) other parameters of minor sign ificance for the observed real syste m.

Instead of complete outcome results, a recapitulation of chosen parameters that are
important for valuation of the real system funct ioning is shown, as follows.

1) Summarised results for the first and second phase of the experim ental stage:

T able 1: Processing standards by a shift (480 min. ) for implied diametrical classes
and different involvement of operating time

.
Number of Diametrical classes

T processed 1 II III IV
(min) 10 (m3) (m3) (m3) (m3 )

250 55 14.00 27.87 48.49 69.7 1
275 59 15.35 30.68 52.60 75.55
300 64 16.64 33.55 57.37 82.78
302 16.91
325 70 18.29 37.02 62.99 91.66
350 74 19.44 39.28 66.79 97.68
375 80 20.78 42.27 71.75 105.62
37. 20.97
400 86 22.45 45.12 76.62 113.16
412 23.09
425 92 23.94 48.00 81.23 120.31
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Figure 2: Table of results summarized in Table 1.

2) Summarised results for the third. phase of the experimental stage:

Table 2: Standards set by a shift (480 min .I for combinations of diametrical classes
and different involvement of operating time

Diametrical classes •

To IIIl IIIII IJIV IIIlII IIIIV IIIJIV
(min) 1m3) (m3) lm3) (m 3) (m3) (m3)

250 20.94 31.25 41.85 38.19 48.79 59.10

275 23.02 33.98 45.46 41.64 53 .12 64.08

300 25.10 37.01 49.71 45.47 58. 17 70.08

325 27.68 40.65 54.98 50.01 64.34 77.33

350 29 .38 43.12 58.56 53 .04 68.48 82.24

375 31.53 46.24 63.20 57.02 73.85 88.69

400 33.79 49.54 67.81 60.87 79.14 94.89

425 35 .97 52.59 72.13 84.62 84.16 100.78
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Figure 3: Graph showing resul ts summarized in Table 2.

In order to observe the regularity of the simulat ion model the obtained results are
compared with results from a real system and are analytically calculated . The partial
deviation from results obtained by simulat ion (for the observed operational t ime To =
302 min. . 1.5 cubic meters of treated logs, i.e. max. 7%) is within tolerable limits and is
due to a different calculation approach (with analytical calculation average values are
used ).
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Figure 4: Number of processed logs (diametrical class I) by a shift an d
depending on the real or projected balan ce of the operating time usage
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3) Summarised results fo r the fourth phase of the experi mental stage:

Table 3: Volumes of processed logs of the first diametrical class depending on different
machine speeds for different operating times

Machine~

1.14 mlmin (-10%1 1.01 mJmin (·20%)1.08 mlmin I- IS'll)

T. Processed Reduc Processed Reduc Precessed Redu,
tion tion tion

(min) 'm" nieces ,%, (m3) I nieces ,%, fm 3) I e tecee ,%,
250 12.11 ' 8 13.5 11.54 46 17.57 11.01 " 21.36
275 13.50 53 12.05 12.59 50 17.98 12.11 48 21.11
300 14.55 57 12.56 14.00 55 15.87 13.07 52 21.45
325 16.24 62 11.21 15.35 59 16.07 14.22 56 22 .25
350 17.29 66 11.06 16.49' 63 15 .17 15.78 60 18 .83
375 18.29 70 11 .98 17.47 67 15 .93 16.64 64 19.92

400 19.69 75 12.29 18.58 71 17.24 17.47 67 22 .18

425 20 .78 80 13.20 19.94 76 16 .71 18.58 71 22 .39
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Figure 5 : Volumes o. v ocessed logs of the first diametrical class as a function of
machine sp d for different operating times (from Table 3)
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Figure 6: Processed log volume reduction as a result of a decrease in machine speed
for different operating times

According to real system analyses, the constructed simulation model, conducted
experiments and analysis results, several conclusions can be made including the most
important:

• Also it is possible, for an observed workplace, and on the basis of declared input
and parameters (the amount of incomi ng raw material, operating time, the change of
the speed of the machines), to determine the optimal passage power of the system, in
order to avoid waiting or bottle-necks which result in overloading machines, and also
tool malfunctioning and breakage.

6. CONCLUSIQN

Processed logs volumes depending on the machine speed

• On the basis of simulat ion results it is possible to make even tual correct ions to the
projected technology (type and number of necessary machi nes in the phases of the
technological process) before final equipment investment .

• Simulation results, shown in the tables and graphs, can be used when setti ng
process ing standards through a simple approximation in concrete condi tions.

• This paper has shown that the product ion process in sawmillis can be success fully
simulated by the usage of the simulation language GPSS/F ON an d that the results of
such a model can be used as additional arguments when ' making tmportant
technological and economic decisions.
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